OPPOSE HOUSE BILL 5040

This ammo tax bill appears to be directly from Mike Bloomberg’s stated and documented racist playbook that law abiding Blacks and Hispanics are too irresponsible and their families are too infested with criminal family members for them to own guns for protection. (plus they should be stopped and searched for guns based on skin color). The anti gun political organizations that Bloomberg controls and funds have a long documented history of giving $$$ to loads of political stooges for them to push making guns and carry permits and ammo and their protection unaffordable for modest income law abiding Black citizens, Hispanic citizens, and fixed income Senior citizens, who in Connecticut must all already all pay for a special state license and also pay for a safety class in order to buy ammunition, so that this bill has a zero safety aspect. I would venture a guess that there is probably a $$$$ trail from this bill’s “quacks like a duck” Democrat sponsors right back to Bloomberg and the political organizations he controls. This bill should be denounced as being an Anti Black, Anti Hispanic, Anti Senior Citizen, and a racist attempt to transfer Connecticut taxpayer $$$ to Bloomberg’s political organizations and ambitions.